Abstract-Micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) are notoriously difficult to control as they are light, susceptible to minor fluctuations in the environment, and obey highly nonlinear dynamics. Indeed, traditional control methods, particularly those relying on difficult to obtain models of the interaction between an MAV and its environment, have been unable to provide adequate control beyond simple maneuvers. In this paper, we address the problem of controlling an MAV (which has segmented control surfaces) by evolving a neurocontroller and fine tuning it using multiagent coordination techniques. This approach is based on a control strategy that learns to map MAV states (position and velocity) to MAV actions (e.g., actuator position) to achieve good performance (e.g., flight time) by maximizing an objective function. The main difficulty with this approach is defining the objective functions at the MAV level that allow good performance. In addition, to provide added robustness, we investigate a multiagent approach to control where each control surface aims to optimize a local objective. Our results show that this approach not only provides good MAV control, but provides robustness to: 1) wind gusts by a factor of 6; 2) turbulence by a factor of 4; and 3) hardware failures by a factor of 8 over a traditional control method.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
ICRO aerial vehicles (MAVs) offer a great alternative to piloted vehicles in many tasks such as surveillance [1] , reconnaissance, sensing [2] , search and rescue [3] , and automatic target recognition [4] , [5] . MAVs can accomplish such missions without endangering human lives, giving an important edge to the organization using them. Many MAV platforms and control systems have been studied [6] - [12] , and this remains an active area of research. In this paper, we address the problem of controlling an MAV with segmented control surfaces using a neurocontroller which is fine-tuned using multiagent coordination techniques.
As opposed to larger unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), MAVs are small, and typically range from insect to bird size (15-60 cm) . The flight speed of these MAVs is typically between 10 to 50 mi/h [13] , [14] . They are typically unstable and difficult to control due to highly nonlinear dynamics [7] . Additionally, MAVs are much more sensitive to wind gusts and turbulences due to their size [15] , [16] . As such, an MAV control system has to be fast, flexible, and robust in order to achieve stable and reliable flight characteristics.
A. Contribution of This Study
In this paper, we show that evolving direct policies in the form of neural networks allows the robust control of MAVs. In particular, the key contributions of this study are to:
1) show that neuroevolutionary techniques can control an MAV effectively; 2) show that the neuroevolutionary controller is significantly more robust to wind gusts and turbulence than a traditional proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller; 3) show that using segmented control surfaces and multiagent control not only improves MAV performance, but these improvements are obtained with smaller adjustments to aileron positions, leading to both more efficient and more responsive controllers. This paper is organized as follows: Section II outlines the key work related to this research. Section III describes the MAV platform used in this study. Section IV presents the control algorithms and simulator. Section V presents the experimental results, where the performance and robustness of the neuroevolutionary controllers are compared with a PID controller. Section V also discusses the results for a multiagent controller for MAVs with segmented control surfaces. Finally, Section VI presents a discussion on the relevance of the results and highlights directions for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Flexible-wing MAV designs have recently been used to improve vehicle stability, wind gust resistance, and payload capacity. In flex-wing designs, the wing deforms to absorb energy from wind irregularities, leading to better performance and flight characteristics as a form of passive control. It is also possible to use wing deformations as a form of active control by using an actuator to change the shape of the wing during flight, where roll control of an MAV was achieved by actively morphing the wing [12] , [17] . Carbon fiber prototypes have been under development for several years [13] and show important advantages of the flexible-wing MAV concept that allows important design and control advantages. For example, flexible wings can lead to a higher maximum airspeed, higher climb rate, improved maneuverability, and a higher lift to drag ratio which is particularly important for MAVs as it improves their gliding capabilities.
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Segmented control surfaces offer a more practical approach than wing morphing for increasing aircraft controllability. A segmented control surfaces approach was implemented on a 5.5-ft wingspan remote-controlled UAV in [18] , where wing ailerons were divided up into 16 independent actuated control surfaces. A reconfigurable controller was developed to actuate all 16 control surfaces and flight tests showed promising results and improved performance over an unmodified aircraft. Those tests provided good preliminary results for the use of segmented control surfaces, but provided no method for finding an optimal actuation mode for the system.
Traditional control techniques, such as PID control, have been used successfully for many control problems including aircraft control [2] , [10] , [11] , [19] - [24] . These model-based techniques perform well for large aircraft, where linear approximations of the system's dynamics produce good results. Unfortunately, model-based techniques are typically inadequate for MAV control due to inherent model inaccuracies and a failure of linear approximation techniques due to highly nonlinear dynamics and susceptibility to environmental disturbances. MAVs require more flexible controllers that can automatically adapt to model error and environmental changes.
Learning-based control techniques (e.g., neurocontrollers where control policies are neural networks) are flexible, do not require a model of the system, can adapt to different platforms and dynamic environments, and are robust to noise and/or failures. In this study, we utilize a combination of neural networks and evolutionary computation techniques, which have been used successfully to solve a number of benchmark control problems including the inverted pendulum [25] , the ball and beam problem [26] , as well as different types of autonomous robot problems [27] - [29] . These techniques have also proven to be robust and efficient for complex control problems such as multirobot control problems [30] - [33] . Using learning-based techniques to control segmented control surfaces was presented in [29] , [34] , and [35] , where the control technique was based on the theory of collectives [36] , [37] . Here, basic collectives were implemented, where agents consisted of a actuator, sensor, and logic package. The collectives-based approach produced encouraging results for multiagent-based UAV control [34] , [35] .
III. MICRO AERIAL VEHICLE PLATFORM: GENMAV
The platform selected for these experiment is GENMAV [16] , an MAV developed by the Air Force Research Laboratory Munition Directorate (AFRL/RW). GENMAV is a flexible platform that could be modified depending on a particular application or technology. Characteristics of GENMAV (see Fig. 1 ) include a 24-in wingspan with a 5-in chord, circular fuselage 17 in long, and a dihedral angle of 7
• . The weight of the platform is approximately 500 g. The wing design was modified from previous versions in order to improve low-speed performance. Additionally, the model of GENMAV was modified in order to test the impact of segmented ailerons. Six ailerons were added to each wing. In span, ailerons extend from the 50% to the 90% span points on the wing with each aileron 1 wide and 20% chord. The tail section was not modified. Aerodynamic characteristics were obtained using the vortex-lattice method aeroprediction code AVL (Athena Vortex Lattice [38] - [41] ) and detailed data can be found in [16] . Similarly to other MAV platforms, GENMAV was designed for a flight speed of between 10 and 50 mi/h with an average flight speed around 30 mi/h.
IV. NEUROCONTROL FOR MICRO AERIAL VEHICLES
The control of GENMAV is achieved through a feed-forward neural network using a neuroevolutionary algorithm [32] , [33] , [42] , [43] . The neural network learns the optimal control commands through the system objective function that is designed to minimize the error between the desired parameter value and the actual parameter value. The near optimal neural network control system is then saved and used for flight control where different desired altitudes and headings are achieved.
A. Neurocontroller
A simple neuroevolutionary algorithm was developed using the techniques outlined in [32] and [33] . The algorithm maintains an initially empty pool of neural networks that are paired with some measure of their utility. While the pool is not full, the algorithm generates new random networks as seeds for future mutation, using values sampled from a Cauchy distribution. After this initial seeding period, the algorithm uses -greedy selection from the pool of networks and selectively mutates the chosen network using a different Cauchy distribution. In both cases, the new network is stored in the pool only after an agent has used it and sampled their resulting performance, with the poorest performing network being discarded.
The single hidden-layer, feed-forward neural networks [44] used in these experiments have two inputs, which correspond to the parameter value and parameter derivative (e.g., altitude and altitude rate) retrieved from JSBSim. The single output of the neural networks is the control command or desired roll angle (e.g., elevator down 20%). The experiments were conducted with three neural networks for the basic configuration (no segmentation): altitude control, roll control, and heading control. Each neural network output provides the elevator command, aileron command, and desired roll angle. For the segmented version of GENMAV, two different setups were used. The central controller setup is similar to the basic configuration except that the roll controller has 12 outputs corresponding to the 12 aileron segments. The multiagent controller setup includes additional neural networks so that each control surface is adjusted by its own independent controller. A total of 14 neural networks are used for the control surfaces and an additional neural network is used for heading control.
A sweep of the neural network parameters was conducted as a preliminary study in order to find values of the neural network parameters that provided satisfactory results in terms of learning and optimization of the objective functions. The neural networks are configured with eight hidden units, a pool size of 20, an epsilon-greedy selection probability of = 0.05, a level of initial weights of γ = 0.1, a level of mutations of mutate γ = 0.05, and a probability that a weight will be mutated of 0.02. Those parameters were then kept constant for the experiments described in Section V. Altitude, roll, and heading neural network controllers were trained using the objective functions from Section IV-B. Training time for the altitude and roll neural network controllers was 5 s, while training time for the heading neural network controller was 12 s (doubling or halving these times had little impact).
B. Objective Functions
An important part of using neural networks consists of designing an objective function that allows the neural network to learn at a satisfactory rate and at the same time achieve the system's objective. The objective functions, which are used for these experiments, are designed to minimize the error between the control parameter (altitude, roll, and heading) and its desired value. Since it was not possible to achieve proper control with a single neural network using the objective functions and conditions of our training environment, three different controllers were created. Each controller uses its own objective function that is specifically designed for that particular controller. The three controllers are for altitude, roll, and heading control. Their respective objective functions are G Z for the altitude controller, G Φ for the roll controller, and G Ψ for the heading controller. For the multiagent system, a neural network controls each individual control surface and receives its own specific fitness. This fitness is presented in (4).
Objective Function for Altitude Control: G Z
G Z was designed to minimize the error between the desired altitude and the actual altitude
where α Z is a scaling constant, β Z , γ Z , and δ Z are tuning constants, Z d and Z a are the desired and actual altitude, T is the simulation time, and Θ E is the elevator position.
Objective Functions for Roll Control: G Φ
Similarly, G Φ is designed to minimize the error between the desired roll and the actual roll
where α Φ is a scaling constant, β Φ , γ Φ , and δ Φ are tuning constants, Φ d and Φ a are the desired and actual roll, T is the simulation time, and Θ A is the aileron position.
Objective Function for Heading Control: G Ψ
G Ψ was designed to minimize the error between the desired heading and the actual heading
where α Ψ is a scaling constant, β Ψ and γ Ψ are tuning constants, Ψ d and Ψ a are the desired and actual heading, and T is the simulation time.
Multiagent Objective Functions
Objective functions G Z and G Ψ for altitude and heading control remain the same but G Φ changes to reflect the aileron segmentation. Aileron controllers receive a custom fitness G Φ i that includes the angle of the aileron segment that they control
where α Φ is an arbitrary constant, β Φ , γ Φ , and δ Φ are tuning constants, Φ d and Φ a are the desired and actual roll, T is the simulation time, and Θ A i is the aileron segment position.
C. System Dynamics: JSBSim
To conduct the experiments, the neural network and PID controllers were coupled to JSBSim [45] , a six degrees of freedom (DOFs) flight dynamics model software library. JSBSim is a lightweight, data-driven, nonlinear, 6-DoF, batch simulation application, which is aimed to model flight dynamics and control for aircraft. JSBSim is a simulator that models physical entities such as the atmosphere, a flight control system, or an engine. In addition, it encapsulates mathematical constructs such as the equations of motion. Put together, JSBSim takes control inputs, calculates and sums the forces and moments that result from those control inputs and the environment, and advances the state of the vehicle (velocity, orientation, position, etc.) in discrete time steps.
The simulation runs consist of providing the error between desired heading and actual heading as well as the error between desired altitude and actual altitude as inputs to the neural network, obtaining angles for the control surfaces from its outputs, running JSBSim to provide the MAV state for the next time step, computing the objective function, and having the neural network learn from the objective function. Figs. 2 and 3 show the overall control system setup and the neural network training diagram, respectively.
D. Micro Aerial Vehicle Controller
The MAV PID control is achieved through three different controllers: one for altitude, one for roll, and one for heading control. The altitude control PID uses the error between desired and actual altitude as well as altitude rate for its inputs, and it outputs the elevator command. Similarly, the roll and heading PID controllers take the error between desired and actual roll, and the roll rate as inputs for the roll control PID and the error between the desired and actual heading as inputs for the heading control PID. The outputs of the roll and heading PID controller are aileron command and desired roll, respectively.
1) Model and Proportional-Integral-Derivative Control:
The control command for the PID controller is calculated with three separate parameters: the proportional, integral, and derivative values. The proportional term (5) is directly proportional to the error, the integral term (6) is based on the sum of previous errors and is used to correct small drift over time, and the derivative term (7) is based on the error rate of change. The weighted sum of these terms is the control command. Tuning of the PID controller is achieved by adjusting the three constants, K P , K I , and K D , which are PID gains, and e(t) is the error
Fig . 2 shows the control system block diagram that includes interactions with the simulator and the user or navigation algorithm. The user or navigation algorithm provides the desired altitude and heading to the controllers as well as the throttle command to JSBSim. The elevator and aileron commands are provided by the controllers. The elevator command deflects the elevator up or down, while the aileron command deflects the ailerons in opposite directions. In this study, the moving surfaces are "elevons," which combine the function of the elevators and ailerons. The elevator command deflects the elevons up or down, while the aileron command deflects the elevons in opposite directions. The final elevon position is achieved by summing and scaling the elevator and aileron commands.
2) Neuroevolutionary Control: Neural network control is done similarly with the same inputs and outputs as the PID controllers. Training the neural networks is achieved using the different objective function from Section IV-B. Fig. 3 shows the training cycle for one controller. The evolutionary algorithm selects and mutates a neural network from its pool, and that neural network controls the system for a short period of time. The objective function is then used to determine "fitness" of that neural network's flight performance. The neural network performing the worst is then deleted from the pool. This cycle is repeated until a good solution is found. That neural network controller is then saved and used directly in the control loop with JSBSim.
3) Segmented Control Surfaces and Multiagent Control: Finally, we explore the impact of segmented control surfaces, where the control of the segmented aileron is similar to the unsegmented version except that the roll control neural network includes six outputs corresponding to the control commands sent to each aileron segment. Altitude and heading control do not change and are achieved with a two inputs, one output neural network for each controlled parameter.
For this scenario, we also investigate the use of a multiagent system where each control surface is controlled by an independent neural network controller. The inputs to the controllers are the same as those discussed previously, but the output directly controls the position of a control surface. Twelve neural networks control the aileron segments, while two control the elevons for a total of 14 neural networks giving maximum flexibility to the control system.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results showing the effectiveness of the proposed approach to robustly control an MAV. In particular, we systematically investigate the following: 1) altitude control by neuroevolutionary algorithm; 2) heading control by neuroevolutionary algorithm; 3) wind gust resistance; 4) turbulence handling; 5) multiagent control of segmented surfaces; 6) response to two types of failures.
In each case, we compare the neuroevolutionary algorithm with a PID controller and present results in system performance and the positions of the control surfaces.
A. Altitude Control
The altitude control PID was fairly straightforward to implement but required a significant amount of manual tuning to achieve the desired results. Fig. 4(b) shows the MAV altitude with the dashed line representing the desired altitude and the solid line representing the actual altitude. The PID controller is able to track the desired altitude well with no overshoot. Here, the MAV gets within a foot of the target altitude in a few seconds. Further tuning decreased performance; therefore, the PID altitude gains producing these results were maintained throughout these experiments. Fig. 4(a) shows the MAV altitude when using neural network control. Objective function G Z from (1) was used in the training of the neural network. The training consisted several thousand 5 s flights where the altitude control neural network was flying the plane. Looking at the altitude from Fig. 4(a) , the altitude control neural network performs well. The target altitude is reached quickly and efficiently with minimal overshoot. The neural network's behavior is more aggressive than the PID's, which allows for better and faster tracking of the desired altitude without compromising the behavior of the system and without creating instabilities.
The altitude rate for both neural network and PID controllers is shown in Fig. 5 . This provides additional information regarding the behavior of the system and is helpful when designing the controllers. The altitude rate should be kept within acceptable limits to avoid destabilizing the system and having too sharp a response. The PID controller keeps the altitude rate within 10 ft/s [see Fig. 5(b) ], while the neural network keeps it within 16 ft/s [see Fig. 5(a) ]. The difference between the two controllers is explained by the fact that the neural network has learned a more aggressive policy.
The elevon positions corresponding to the altitude changes for both neural network and PID controllers are shown in Fig. 6 . These graphs provide information on the amplitude and frequency of the controller's response, which is critical for understanding performance. Both controllers keep the elevon positions within ±30
• , while keeping oscillations to a minimum. GENMAV's characteristics tend to pitch it up when the electric motor is on which makes it gain altitude. In the PID controller case, a constant trim value needs to be added to the elevator control input to keep the MAV flying at the desired altitude. This trim value was found by experimental trial and error. This necessitates additional tuning time before the MAV can fly correctly. In the neural network case, however, no trim constant is needed. Once the neural network is properly trained, no additional tuning or training is necessary to achieve good flight behavior. This is an advantage of the neural network implementation where the neural network adapts to the exact specifics of a platform and where tuning and adjustments are made automatically during training. This reduces the amount time required to achieve MAV flight capability which becomes invaluable when several different variations of a platform are considered. 
B. Heading Control
As mentioned in Section IV-D, heading control is achieved with two cascaded controllers. The first one uses heading information to produce the desired roll angle, while the second one uses the roll information to produce the aileron control input. Fig. 7 shows the results for both neural network and PID control, with several random desired headings.
The heading control PID was tuned in an analogous fashion as the altitude control PID from Section V-A. Heading and roll control neural networks were trained using G Φ 1 and G Ψ from (2) and (3). Both controllers were able to track the desired heading closely, while providing good system behavior. Both responses are fast with the desired heading reached within seconds. The neural network was once again more aggressive and reached its target quicker than its PID counterpart, but with a minimal amount overshoot, while the PID controller did not have any overshoot.
The elevon positions corresponding to the heading changes for both neural network and PID controllers are shown in Fig. 8 . Results here are alike except for the elevon angle range that the controllers use. Even though the heading/roll control neural networks are a more aggressive in trying to achieve their objective, the neural network controllers kept the elevon angle range within ±30
• , while the PID controllers used a wider range of elevon motion that is a little over ±40
• . The difference is likely due to the speed and magnitude of the controller's response to a change in the error between the desired and actual heading. Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows that the position of the left and right elevon is not at exactly zero in between the changes in altitude. This offset is necessary to compensate for the torque created by the electric motor so that straight and level flight can be achieved. This is similar to the altitude control case where an altitude trim constant had to be added to the elevator control input from the PID controller. Since the heading and roll controllers are cascaded to achieve heading control, two different trim constants need to be added to the desired roll angle obtained with the heading control PID and to the aileron control input obtained from the roll control PID. The heading and roll neural network controllers automatically adjust and do not need tuning beyond the basic neural network training.
C. Response to Wind Gusts
Wind gusts were created at 4-s intervals with the intensity of the wind gust increasing by 10% at every step. The objective of the controllers was to keep the MAV altitude and heading as close as possible to the constant desired values which were in this • for the heading. Wind gusts start after 20 s of normal flight at an intensity of 2 m/s. Results to maintain the altitude constant are shown in Fig. 9 where the dashed line represents the desired altitude. Here, the neural network control system was trained as described in Sections V-A and V-B using (2) .
The neural network and PID controller altitude curves have a similar shape, the main difference is in the altitude value itself. The neural network control system is able to maintain the MAV altitude within 1 ft from the desired altitude, while the PID control system can only maintain it within about 6 ft. The neural network control system was more robust to wind gusts, demonstrating its effectiveness at stabilizing the MAV.
One can argue that similar results could be obtained by tuning the PID control system differently and in similar conditions as what has been used for training the neural network control system. It is in theory possible to do this, but it would require not only an accurate model of the wind gusts, but also significant amounts of experimenting and tuning. The neural network control system required several thousand simulation runs to achieve these results but the changes to the controller were done automatically using the neuroevolutionary algorithm. No additional modeling or knowledge of the wind gusts was required. 
D. Response to Turbulence
Experiments including turbulences were also conducted. Turbulence is simulated on JSBSim as a set of external forces and moments on the vehicle, based on randomly parameterized sinusoidal functions. In these experiments, the amplitude of the forces acting on the MAV varied randomly between 1% and 5% of the craft's airspeed. Results showing the MAV altitude and heading with increasing turbulences for both the neural network and PID controllers are presented in Figs. 10 and 11 .
Altitude remains fairly constant throughout the experiment and no significant difference is seen between the neural network and PID controllers. Fig. 10(a) and (b) shows the altitude within half a foot of its desired value for both neural network and PID controllers. The small variations are not relevant and altitude can be assumed near constant for both controllers.
A difference is, however, visible for heading control where neural network controllers were able to remain closer to the desired heading. Fig. 11(a) shows that the heading stays within about a degree from the desired heading for the neural network controllers, while Fig. 11(b) shows a difference of about 3
• . This difference between the two control systems is not large, but could make a difference depending on the application. 
E. Multiagent Control of Segmented Surfaces
In this section, we present the results on segmented control surfaces. In these experiments, the multiagent controller uses one neural network for each control surface and the "single agent" controller uses a single neural network to control multiple control surfaces (as described in Section IV-D3. Fig. 12 shows the performance of the multiagent control of segmented ailerons, and Fig. 13 shows the corresponding aileron positions. Each control surface moves independently in the case of the multiagent controller, while control surfaces move in a symmetric fashion for the single neural network controller. Benefits of control surface segmentation are not apparent when these results are compared with those in Sections V-A and V-B due to the simplicity of the task. In the next section, we discuss the impact of multiagent control in cases of actuator failures.
F. Actuator Failure
Actuator failures are not expected to occur on every flight but the risk is however there and failures caused by mechanical or electrical breakdown due to bad environmental conditions or factory defects can still occur. Some MAV missions can be of • . The flexibility of the multiagent system allows it to adapt and reconfigure itself so that the control objective is achieved. In this case, the multiagent controller was still able to track the desired heading that was generated randomly every 20 s [see Fig. 14(a) ]. It is important to note that the altitude control is not affected by the aileron failure since the controllers and control surfaces are independent [see Fig. 14(d) ].
The control response is not as smooth as earlier when all actuators were working correctly but the target value is achieved, the behavior of the system is good, and the performance is significantly better than what was obtained using the other controllers/configurations. Fig. 14(b) and (c) shows the desired and actual heading for the single neural network controller paired with the segmented aileron model and the PID controller. The single agent still performs adequately (within half a degree) but the PID controller has difficulty to remain within 2
• of the desired heading.
2) Response to Actuator Stuck in Difficult Position: A different failure scenario was also tested where the failed actuator is the same as in failure 1 but the failure angle is around −5
• . This new failed position creates bigger differences between the controllers and the benefits of the multiagent system combined with the aileron segmentation become even more apparent. Fig. 15 shows the desired and actual heading of the MAV, the corresponding aileron positions, as well as the heading of the single agent and PID controllers. As discussed previously, the control response is not as smooth when a failure occurs but once again, the multiagent controller achieves good target heading and acceptable system demonstrates a good behavior. The heading error is, however, much more pronounced this time for the single neural network and PID controllers. The error is over a degree for the neural network controller, while it is now close to 5
• for the PID controller. 3) Recovery Range From Stuck Actuator: Finally, a comparison between the PID and multiagent controllers was done with a wide range of failure positions. Fig. 16 shows the heading error plotted as a function of the failure angle for both the PID and multiagent controllers.
Unless the failed actuator angle remains around 2 • , which is its normal position for straight and level flight, the failure affects the PID controller for all possible angles with the heading error increasing with the higher angles of actuator failure. The last two angles of failure of −18
• and −20
• are not shown on the graph for the PID controller because the system becomes unstable in these cases, which is partly due to significant drag and reduced velocity created by the relatively large aileron deflections.
The multiagent controller performs much better and remains unaffected by actuator failures that remain within ±10
• of position for straight and level flight. Within this boundary, the multiagent control system performs up to eight times better than the PID controller. Beyond this limit, the heading error is still kept within the reasonable values of 0-4
• which is still a minimum of four times better than the PID controller. 
VI. DISCUSSION
MAVs present a new and encouraging platform to collect information in new and in some cases previously inaccessible environments. Yet, they typically present a challenging control problem, which limits their applicability to the domains in which they are the most needed (e.g., dangerous search and rescue or reconnaissance). This paper has presented a novel approach to the MAV control problem and provided improvements of the flight characteristics of such platform by introducing a larger number of control surfaces on the aileron section. Robustness to actuator failure is also added to the platform and allows the MAV to stay in flight and perform maneuvers with up to two actuator failures.
Sections V-A and V-B showed that training a neural network controller on an MAV with a neuroevolutionary algorithm was possible and required less tuning than a PID controller. Additional trim constants were also not necessary for the neural network controllers as these controllers automatically adapted to the specifics of the platform. The neural network controllers were also ready to use right after training with no further adjustments. Unlike model-based control methods, no model analysis was needed to create these controllers which gives great flexibility in the implementation as they are not platform specific and could automatically reconfigure themselves to the particularities of a different platform.
Section V-C presented a first set of experiments where the neural network controllers were trained beyond the basic flight objectives to see if they could adapt to harder flight conditions and improve MAV robustness when wind gusts are present. Results were encouraging and showed improvements in maintaining the target altitude when using a slightly more complex objective function during training. Experiments with increasing levels of turbulence were also presented and showed better performance of the neural network controllers that were able to stay closer to the desired heading. This flexibility provides an important advantage as MAV control can be improved and custom made for a particular platform or known and unknown environmental conditions without requiring any significant amount of tuning as long as the objective function is designed correctly.
This study can be extended in two broad directions. First, the results shown in this study can be implemented in hardware. This transfer of simulation results to hardware is a difficult process in general, as the differences between simulation and hardware cause many unexpected failures. The selected approach, although, is naturally suited to handle such a transfer because it does rely on models. As such, it is less sensitive to differences between simulated and real environmental conditions. Indeed, our earlier work on the transfer of navigation algorithm from simulation to hardware for wheeled robots showed that minimal tuning was necessary for the algorithms [46] . The key issues, however, are in ensuring sensor and actuator functionality within limited power and weight restrictions.
Second, we can extend this study by conceptually moving toward a "morphing" wing design by significantly increasing the number of control surfaces. The results presented in this paper are a first step that shows the potential of leveraging multiagent-based methods to improve MAV control implementation, performance, and robustness. The controllers presented in this paper only use the aileron and elevator controls. Adding openings of various sizes, shapes, and locations on the wings of MAVs have also been shown to improve the robustness of the vehicle to wind gusts and perturbation. A multiagent approach for the selection of location, size, and shape of those openings seems to be a natural match to yield truly "morphing" MAVs.
